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PRESS RELEASE
Treofan films proven to protect against mineral oil migration
New guideline allows assessment of barrier properties
Raunheim, June 20, 2016 – Coated BOPP films from Treofan reliably protect food products against the
migration of mineral oil residue. This is proven by measurements taken by the Zürich Canton Laboratory
(Kantonales Labor Zürich) in partnership with Swiss Quality Testing Services (SQTS) on behalf of the
Swiss Packaging Institute (Schweizer Verpackungsinstitut, SVI) during the development of the SVI’s new
“2015.01_Innenbeutel” guideline. Treofan actively supported the project as a sponsor of the SVI’s Joint
Industry Group.
According to the new guideline’s assessment criteria, Treofan’s CLG film with an acrylate coating on both
sides reliably prevents migration for at least five months, while the CLB film with a combined acrylate and
PVdC coating reliably prevents migration for at least 27 months. Treofan is also letting SQTS conduct its
own additional tests with the aim of further improving the films’ barrier effect.
Published on March 1, 2016, the SVI Guideline defines criteria and measurement techniques, making it
possible to qualitatively and quantitatively assess the barrier effect of different types of film.
“This is especially helpful in our approach of developing customer-oriented packaging solutions,” says
Marco Holst, Director of Business Development and Technical Service at Treofan. “Now, not only can we
grade existing products, we can also test how effective the barrier properties of new solutions are, and
optimize them if necessary. This allows us to develop tailored solutions that strike the best possible
balance of consumer safety and cost investment together with our customers and partners.”
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Treofan Group www.treofan.com is a global leader in biaxially oriented polypropylene (BOPP) films distributed under the brand names
Treofan® and TreoPore®. Treofan offers the most comprehensive product portfolio in the industry, including solutions for the packaging
and tobacco industries, labels, and technical films for electronic applications such as batteries and capacitors. The Group employs
around 1,100 people, operates four production sites in Germany, Italy, and Mexico, and sells its products in more than 90 markets
worldwide.

